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An r-set colouring of a graph G is an assignment of r distinct colours to each vertex of G so 
that the sets of colours assigned to adjacent vertices are disjoint. We denote by x(‘)(G) the 
minimum number of colours required to r-set colour G. The set-chromatic number of G, 
denoted by x*(G), is defined by 
x”‘(G) 
x*(G) = inf - 
r r ’ 
Clearly 2~ x*(G) s x(G). 
By making use of a recent result of L. Lov&z we prove that min {x(‘)(G): x(G) = k} = 
2r + k - 2 and min (x(‘)(G): G is uniquely k-colourable) = 2r + k - 1. In particular, given any 
k, x*(G) may be arbitrarily close to 2, and given any r, the ratio x(‘)(H)Ix(H} may be arbitrarily 
close to 1, even if H is uniquely colourable. The results disprove a conjecture of D.P. Geller. 
Our notation is that of [2] which the reader may consult for terminology not 
defined here. For each integer s > 1 define R, = {1,2, . . . , s) and for any set X 
define Xtr) = 5 ,Y c X : 1 Yl = r}. If G is a graph with vertex set V, a function 
tit : v-*lzp is said to be an r-set colouring of G with s colours if q%(u) n q%(u) =0 
for each pair of adjacent vertices u, u E V. The minimum value of s for which G 
has an r-set colouring with s colours is denoted by x(‘)(G); thus x”‘(G) = x(G). 
From each set Rt’ we can construct a graph Kr), called the Kneser graph with 
vertex set V(@) = Rr’ and with edge set E(Kr)) = {UT: a, T E V(Kr’) and 
u n 7 = 8). K(kr&2 has a k-colouring given by the sets Al, . . . , Ak where 
Ai = {U E V(KtiZr-2) : &a andjq!u,j<i} for lsisk-1, 
and 
Ak ={crfV(I&,-,): ac{k, k+l,. . . , k+2r-2)) 
Kneser [8] conjectured over 20 years ago that x(K(k~& = k. This conjecture was 
proved recently by Lovasz [9]. The ingenious proof uses homotopy theory and 
relies on Borsuk’s theorem. Shortly afterwards an elegant simple proof of 
Kneser’s conjecture was given by Barany [l]. 
Given two graphs G and H, with vertex sets V(G) and V(H), respectively, and 
with edge sets E(G) and E(H), define the product G x H to be the graph with 
vertex set V(G) x V(H), and with edge set E(G x H) = {(a, b)(a’, b’): UU’E E(G) 
and 66’ E E(H)}. Let Kk be the complete graph with vertices x1, . . . , xk. we now 
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define the graphs G(k, r, S) = Kr'X Kk. We denote by Vi the subset 
((CT, Xi): UE V(Kf’)} of V(G(k, r, s)), and by ai the vertex (a, Xi). We mention the 
following three simple properties of the graph G(k, r, s). First, the function 
# : V+ R’,” given by $(ci) = u is an r-set colouring of G(k, r, s) with s colours. 
Secondly, the function $: V+ R(kl) given by +(Ui) = i is a k -colouring of 
G( k, r, s): this is called the canonical colouring of G( k, r, s). Thirdly, if K’,” has a 
k kolouring 8 : V( KS’)) + RtP), then G( k, r, s) has a k’-colouring I+% : V-, R(k!) given 
by #(Oi) = O(U). This is called a Kneser k’-colouring of G( k, r, s). 
Lenmrs 1. Ler ! be an integer, 0 < t 6 r - 1, andletXbeasetwith IX(a2r-t (orif 
I = 0, Xi z 2r + 1). Let A be Q non-empfy subset of Xtr) with the property that if 
A, T E X”) and ;o n TI= t, then T E A. Then A = X? 
Proof. Select r-tuples CPCA and 7EX”‘with lan71=r-1;say a={l,2,...,r} 
and 7={2,3,.... r+l). Let p=(l,r-t+2,r-t+3,...,2r-t) (or if t=O, let 
p=(r+2.r+3..... 2r+-1)). Then lanP)=t so PEA, and (P~IT(=~ so TEA. 
This shows that the property holds with t = r - 1. Now let CT E A and U’E Xtr), say 
a=(1,2...., r)anda’={s,s+l,..., s+r-l}.Let Ti={i,i+l ,..., i+r-1}, 1s 
i s. If TiEA+ then T~+,EA. But T,=uEA, SO u’=T~EA, and SO A=X”‘, 
proving the lemma. 
As an illustration of the use of the lemma we show that G(k, r, kr) is uniquely 
k-colourable if k 2 3 and r 2 2. For if G( k, r, kr) is k-coloured non-canonically, 
by Lemma 1 there are vertices cl and 71 in 56, say, with ial n TJ= r - 1, which 
rrr+F ._“I .w different colours; say crl = { 1,2, . . . y ~r}~ has colcur 1 and 71 = 
(2.3, l . l , r + l}, has colour 2. Then, without ‘Iloss of generality, for 3 si s k the 
vertex {(i - 1]~+ 1, (i- l)r+2,. . . , ir}i receives colour i, and so {r + 1, I’ + 
2, . . . . 2r}z receives colour 2. Further { 1, r + 2, r + 3, . . . ,2r}* has colour 1; but 
then both (2,3,. . . , r,2r+l), and {ri-2, r+3,. . . ,2r, 2r + 2}* are coloured 3. 
Since these last two vertices are adjacent the non-canonical colouring cannot 
~~1st. and so G( k, r, kr) is uniquely k -colourable. 
Our first theorem shows that in order to find a uniquely k-colourable graph H 
with x”‘(H) = s we need look no further than G(li, r, s). We assume from now on 
that r 32. 
Theorem I. If there is a uniquely k-colourable graph H with x’l’( H) s s, then 
G( k, r. s ) is also uniquely k-colourable. 
Proof. Suppose H is a uniquely k-colourable graph with x”‘(H) s s ; let the 
coloua classes of H be &, . . . , t&. 
Tak Y an r-set colouring ld, : V( Hb+ I?:’ of H. We obtain the graph H* from H 
)>y identifying vertices u and o if u, t‘ E t’i for some i, 1 s i s k, and also $(u) = 
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e(u). Then H* is uniquely k-colourable and x”‘( H*) :d s. Let the colour classes of 
H* be UT,. . . , UE, and let $” be the induced r-set colouring of H*. 
If 1 UT1 = 1,l s i s k, then H* is complete, so s a kr. Since G( k, r, s) contains 
G(k, r, kr), we have x(G(k, r, s)) 2 k, and any k-colouring of G(k, r, s) induces the 
ctinonical k -colouring of G( k, r, kr). Let a E I?:) and let r E RII,’ with a n r = Q 
Then ri has colour i, 1 s i c k, and, since oi is adjacent to rj in G(k, r, s) if i # j, it 
follows that ui has colour i. Hence G(k, r, s) has only the canonical k-colouring 
and in this case the theorem is proved. 
Otherwise there are vertices u and u in the same colour class UT of H* with 
(Jl*(u)n+*(u)l=r, for some t,Oetsr- 1. If ai and ri are vertices of G( k, r, S) 
with la n rl= t, then there is a permutAtion w of R, inducing 7~~‘) on Rr) such 
that @I$*( u) = a and W(~)@*(U) = ‘P. Let p be a permutation of Rk sending i onto 
i. Then there is an imbedding 8 of H* into G( k, r, s), given by 0(w) = 
(#)q$*( w), p(m)) if w E Uz, sending u onto ci and u onto ri. Thus in each 
k-colouring of G( k, r, s), mi and ri must receive the same colour. Then by Lemma 
1 every vertex in Vi must receive the same colour, and SO G(k, r, S) has only the 
canonical k-colouring. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 1. If H is a uniquely k-colourable graph, then x!“(H) 3 k + 2r - 1. 
Proof. G(k, r, k + 2r - 2) has a Kneser k -colouring and so is not uniquely 
colourable. 
The case r = 2 of Corollary 1 was proved by Geller [3]. Note that if x(H) = k 
(not necessarily uniquely colourable) and x(‘)‘W : ::s, then there is an imbedding 6 
of H” into G(k, r, s) given by c(w) = t@*(w), m) if w E Ut. Hence 
x”‘(G( k, r, s)) 2 k holds. S’ mce G(k, r, k + 2r - 3) has a Kneser (k - I)-colouring, 
we have shown that if x(H) = k, then x(“(hl) 2 k f 2r - 2. This inequality was 
proved by Geller and Stahl [4]. 
Theorem 2. min {x(‘)(G) : x(G) = k} = k + 2r - 2 and min { x”‘( 6) : G is uniquely 
k-colourable) = k + 2r - 1. 
Proof. Recall that Kneser’s conjecture [8] has recently been proved by Lovasz 
[9], so we know that x(I;cF’) = s - 2r + 2. Hence it suffices to show that if G(k, r, s) 
has a non-canonical k’colouring, then it has a Kneser k’-colouring. For then 
x(G(k, r, k + 2r - 2’)) = k, so by thle remarks above min {x”)(G) : x(G) = k} = 
k + 2r - 2; further G( k, r, k + 2r - 1) is uniquely k-colourable, and so by Corollary 
1 min {x!“(G); G is uniquely k-colourable) = k + 2r - 1. 
Let r(l : V+R(k!) be a non-canonical k’-colouring of G( k, r, s). Then for each 
cr E R(sr) there are integers i and i, 1 s i <is k, such that #(mi) = #(ai). For if not, 
there is an r-tuple cp such that 0, is coloured i, say, 1 s i s k. But then let p be any 
r-tuple such that $(pi) = i, i < is k, and let p n 7 = 8, r E Rr’. Then ri is adjacent 
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to pi if j*i so (L(Ti)=i, 1 S i s k. So !3y Lemma 1, every vertex in Vi has colour i, 
a contradiction. 
Thus for each a~ Rr) we can choose a colour 4(a) E R(k!) such that +(ui) = 
@(ai) = &a) for two distinct integers i and j. Since i # j, if p* E V* is any vertex 
with 4(p,) = #(a,), then p f? a# $9. Thus 4 defines a k’-colouring of Kr’ and SO a 
Kneser k’-colouring of G(k, r, s), proving the theorem. (In fact Corollary 1 of 
Greeirwell and IA&Z [5] shows that G( k, r, k + 2r - 1) is uniquely k-colourable, 
using the fact that x(K(kr& ) = k + 1 (Kneser’s conjecture)). 
As an immediate consequence of this theorem we see that the conjecture found 
in [3], namely that if H is uniquely k-colourable, then x(“(H) = kr, fails, unless 
k = 3 and r = 2. The set colauring number of a graph G, denoted by x*(G), is 
defined as 
The number x*(G) was introduced by Hilton et al. [7] who showed that if G is 
planar, then x*(O) < 5. Clearly 2 s x*(G) < x(G). Geller’s conjecture [3] states 
that if H is uniquely k-colourable, then x*(H) = k or, equivalently, 
x(“( H)/x! 8J.j - z We see now that, in fact, x*(H) may be as small as (k +2r - 
l)/r=2. rk- 1-)/r and x”‘(H)/@) may be (k+2r-1)/k = 1+(2r- 1)/k. Thus, 
given any k, x*(H) may be arbitrarily close to 2 and given ally r, x(‘)(H)/x(H) 
may be arbitrarily close to 1. 
We ask now whether a uniquely colourable graph need be uniquely set 
colourable. In general this is not so. 
Theorem 3. The graph G( k, r, krj is uniquely k-colourable but not uniquely r-set 
colourable. 
Proof. We showed above that G(k, r, kr) was uniquely k-colourable. Since the 
graph contains a copy of Kk, it follows that ,x”)(G%k, r, kr)) = kr. But by assigning r 
colours to each vertex in V,, another r to eac.h in V, and so on we achieve an 
r-wt colouring of G(k, r, kr) other than the usual #one, thus proving the theorem. 
We conjecture that if 2r + 1 s s < kr - 1, then G(k, r, s) is uniquely r-set colour- 
able. Although we cannot prove this in all cases we give a proof when s is large 
compared with r. 
Theorem 4. 7% graph G( k, r, s) is uniquely r-set colourable ifs lies in the range 
-Hsskr-1, where Q =2”‘-l, 
unlesf; r = 2, s = 5 and k = 3 or 4. 
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Prook Let G(R, r7 s j be r-set coloured with s colours, and let C1, C,, . . . , C, be 
the colour classes; that is, Ci is the set of vertices of G(k, r, s) to which the colour 
i is assigned. Then each vertex of G(k, r, s) is an exactly r colour classes, and so 
We show that 
For let A c Rr’ be the set of r-tuples u such that aj E Ci and Ojt E Ci for two 
intcders j and j’, 1 s j < j’ < k, and let B c I?:’ be the set of r-tuples T such that 
7j E Ci for some unique integer j (depending on r). Then 1 Ci I s k IA I+ I B I. NOW 
either IA I = 0, in which case 
or else there is an r-tuple cr E A. Then if T E A U 23 we have a n T# g, so 
IAl+lBl+(s;r). ’ 
If 
then 
and so 
<(“,‘)-2 (7) (for rs3) 
S -r = ( )I (s-l)“‘(S-r+l) 2 -- r (S-r-l)“‘(S-22r+l) 1 
S -r r-1 
c 
( )N 
l+ r 
) 1 
-2 so. 
r s-2r+l 
Similarly if r = 2, then ICil C k(f~i) unless s = 5 and k = 3 or 4. 
Otherwise 
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and so by a theorem of Hilton and Milner [6], there is an element j(i) E R:, such 
that if B E A then j(i) E u. Suppose there is an r-tuple r E B with j(i) &T. Then if 
A we have j(i) E CT and Q n T= 8. But the number of such r-tuples is ;lt most 
a contradiction; thus if u E A U B we have j(i) E cr. Thus 
Now 
and so 
We have already seen that if ICi I = k(F:i) then there is an element j(i) E R, such 
that if c c R’,” and j(i) E u, then 01 E Ci, l~kk. 
This means that G(k, r, s) is uniquely r-set colourable. 
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